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With the success of last months in store catwalk show under their belts, Hannah Dulcie move 

straight into more shows this month. The first, an involvement with Bath Spa University, will 

highlight the stunning spring collections from Mimi Holliday, La Perla and Princesse Tam.Tam. 

The second catwalk show, is a collaboration with designer denim boutique Mimi Noor, and is held 

as part of Bath in Fashion week, which runs in the last week of March. It will show Hannah 

Dulcie’s most popular brands, alongside the unveiling of the new styles from their Loved By 

Liberty-print range. 

 

In the last few months Hannah Dulcie have been expanding their Loved By Liberty-print range to 

include more nightwear focused pieces, such as slips, cami-short sets and robes, that are perfect for 

lounging. They have also been working hard developing their existing lingerie shapes t include an 

underwired bra, and underwired longer –line bra and a high waist brief, which are a great addition 

to their non-wired triangle bra and highly coveted classic ruched brief. 

 

As you would expect, all of the Loved By Liberty-print range is crafted to an exceptional standard 

in their UK studio. All garments are as beautiful inside as they are out, neatened with same-fabric 

binding, have unexpected ribbon detailing and finished with a satin bow or ribbon tie. 

 

The new SS/12 stock in their boutique highlights once again the boutique owner, Hannah’s exquisite 

eye for buying. Acid yellow, fluro pink, leopard print, electric blue and polka dots are mixed up with 

neutral pinks, nudes, crisp whites and classic blacks to create a stunning collection of lingerie, with 

something to appeal to everyone. 

 

As it is nearly spring, Hannah Dulcie joins the rest of the UK in gearing up for the summer with a 

wide range of sexy swimwear from the ever popular Princesse Tam.Tam and a new addition to the 

boutique, Iodus.  

 
 

For further information contact Alicia: missdulciebath@gmail.com 
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